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Call for Ideas

To create temporary themed garden installations
Radicepura announces an International Call for Ideas in order to select designers with the purpose to build
temporary themed garden installations.

Description of the theme: productive garden
One of the most important archetype related to the garden came from the poet Homer who described the
enclosed garden within the Alcinoo’s Palace, where Pear trees, Pomegranate trees, apple trees, the sweetest
figs and thriving olive trees grew. The garden charm was bonded to utilitarian plants, especially fruit-bearing
plants and vegetables, and on the fact that the production never stopped: “on the pear tree, the pear ages; on
the apple tree, the apple ages; on the bunch, the bunch ages and on the fig tree, the fig ages.” European travellers during their Grand Tour Trip around the Mediterranean countries re-discovered, through the fertile lands
and on the productive trees (citrus trees most of all) even in wintertime, the immanent garden well depicted by
Homer. The theme of useful, productive gardens is still widely present today: a green space which yields fruits,
flowers, biodiversity, scents, emotions, oxygen, relax, fun, restoring energy, is an evergreen archetype. For this
reason, the proposed theme for the 2019 Garden Festival edition is the Productive garden which conbines in an
original way, for the man of the third millennium, the ancestral need for utility with the new aesthetic needs of
the contemporary society.

Admission requirements
The selection commitee will take into account individual architect as well as team of designers including architects, garden designers, nursery experts, artists and people with the necessary skills to develop and build a
garden. The Radicepura Garden Festival encourages participants to team up with artists, designers, engineers,
horticultural professionals, botanic experts, teachers, scientists.
The selection committee is also honoured to invite firms, associations, cooperatives, schools and universities.
In any case, all members of the formed groups must be no older than 35 years old at the 31st December 2018.
Students can have the support of rely upon a professor/mentor who can be over 35 years old.

Deadline
The deadline to electronically submit the proposals is 28st November at 11:59 p.m.
Any proposals received after the deadline will not be accepted.
For Further informations:
Radicepura Garden Festival
application@radicepurafestival.com

Projects guidelines
Gardens should celebrate horticulture and both man/made and natural landscaping. Gardens should bring
innovations, inspiring and generate curiosity in the visitors and clearly show their messages.
The Radicepura Garden Festival encourages audience interaction, and innovative approach. Positive interaction between people, their culture and their natural environments. Mediterranean biodiversity offers a versatile
spectrum of creative suggestions.

Selection process
Gardens will be assessed by two different committee: one will be an Artistic Jury, the other will be a Technical
Jury. Parameters used to evaluate proposals will be:

· Creativity shown with the proposal and potential interaction with the public.
· Originality, coherence and clarity of the proposal submitted and its overall usability.
· The way the proposal support garden art and innnovation.
· Feasibility and relevance with the chosen budget.
The short-list with the names of the first 20 cherrypicked gardens will be uploaded on 6th December 2018 on
our website: www.radicepurafestival.com
The Radicepura Garden Festival reserves the right to select designers by private invitation.
The gardens could be shaped as the designers prefer, but the overall size must be no less than 30 square
meters and no more than 50 square meters. Designers shall include in the project a system of lights to be put
on the garden in order to make it visible during night events and exhibitions. The Radicepura garden festival
might consider to get a technical sponsor for the lighting.
The festival will open its doors to public for a timespan of 6 months so the designer should consider the evolution of the garden throughout this period trying to reduce where possible maintenance procedures. The
gardens could be left in place for more than one edition so the committee will ask the designers to think about
how to keep the installations for two years, preparing re-planting. Radicepura Garden Festival retain thr right to
modify the gardens planting following the end of six months festival period. Not all the gardens will be kept after
the end of the 2019 edition. In addition, the Radicepura garden festival will present the “Magazine Gardenia
Award” for one of the selected garden as it was done for the first edition. The criteria used for the award
assignement is the evolution of the garden during the 6-month period.

The deadline to submit the proposals is the 28th November at 11:59 p.m.
Any submissions delivered after due date will not be accepted.

Project Oversight and Construction
The Radicepura Garden Festival will take responsibility for the construction of the temporary garden. Gardens
will be built with the help of workmen, students and volunteers supervised by a technical coordinator and a
foreman. The in-site construction of the gardens will begin the 4 February and it is planned to be over within 17th
April 2019. The Radicepura Garden festival and its staff will take care of the gardens for the whole duration of

the festival. Designers will be involved on the physical in-site construction of the gardens during the ending
week of the works and until the opening of the festival scheduled on 19 April 2019. Designers involment in the
project should work under the time programme planned by the Radicepura Garden festival. Accomodation will
be provided to designers during the realization of the gardens in a lodge near by Radicepura.

Budget and production
Budget
The budget allowed for the creation of one garden is € 10.000 split in:
· € 5.000 for materials
· € 5.000 for plants
The budget will be entirely allocated by the Radicepura Festival Garden. If the cost of the garden exceeds
the given budget and the project satisfies the artistic jury, the designer can decide to:
· Involve a sponsor which can support economically the project sending money or materials to complete
the garden.
· Invest his/her own money to complete the garden
Each garden can be partially or totally subsidized by a sponsor.
For any further information you can email: application@radicepurafestival.com
To receive the complete announcement fill out the form of participation at radicepurafestival.com

www.radicepurafestival.com

